GETAWAY OUTDOORS
LOCAL FISHING REPORT
METRO REGION - 8th March 2017
OFFSHORE
With the weather being helpful for boaties this week, the reports have come through with anglers
having huge success on most demersals. Two Rocks seems to be the launching pad with fishos heading
north all the way to Lancelin catching Dhufish, Baldchin Groper and Snapper mostly in 40+ metres, with
some big sizes amongst them. Joondalup customer Brad Upton had an excellent day off Ocean Reef,
bagging out on demersals in only a few drifts. Several Dhufish were caught along with Baldchin Groper
of good sizes and were back at the boat ramp in only a couple of hours. Low tide seemed to be the best
time.
Pelagic action is still going strong. Mackerel and Tuna being caught along the 3 Mile reef system still.
We are still running a special on Halco lazer pros 190’s and Classic Bluewater 200’s at 2 for $30 Saving
up to $19.95 for all the pelagic action running at the moment
Cockburn sound is firing at the moment with Snapper, Mackerel, Tuna, chopper Tailor, Herring, Gardies
and Skippy being caught.
Samsonfish are out in abundance. Anchoring on a lump and burleying up for the best results.
There have also been reports of a couple of Blue Marlin caught at the Rottnest trench. Mahi Mahi,
mackerel and Tuna have also been reported from there at the FADS.
SHOREBASED
Cockburn Sound is again proving the spot to chase Mackerel from Woodmans point and the Ammo jetty.
Ballooning has seen some good results with most days yielding a fish on the easterlies.
Herring are around most metro beaches and rock platforms with burley working. The calmer days have
seen garfish mixed amongst the herring.
Tailor catches have come from the usual spots around Cottelsoe to Floreat but it’s mainly been the
smaller “chopper”sizes with the occasional bigger ones coming in after dark. Beaches north of Yanchep
have also seen some good tailor captures.
The river has opened up at Guilderton so expect to see good Mulloway reports coming through along
the beaches from there.
RIVER
The lower reaches of the river have seen reports of some good Tailor coming through with Rocky bay
and Point Walter showing best results. Big Yellowfin Whiting have been taken around East and North
Fremantle on both baits and poppers but it’s great to see the whiting come up and smash the surface
poppers whilst keeping the Blowies at bay!!
Bream reports have come through a little more upstream now the big flush has subsided with areas from
Maylands up to Guildford being reported. Zman grubs have worked a treat as the bream seem a little
more active now.
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